
  

PRESS RELEASE: 

New and ingenious inventions have something in common: They are used by people to enrich their 
everyday life. Comparable to a cup of coffee. It starts you off in the morning and inspires you 
around noon and gives you the extra push in the evening. The content is what counts! Not the 
cookie next to the cup. That is what Jeremy Bro comes across as. 
A taste: honest and grounded music, handcrafted, straight forward and clear with an unmistakable 
dedication to every musical detail. Once experienced one understand why more and more people 
cannot get enough of them.  You can take Jeremy Bros’ music as Souldrink but it is hard 
pigeonholing it would not do it justice. 

“It’s an experience that goes deep and leaves you amazed” is what people say after their shows. 
This should not come as a surprise to anyone as the ingredients of this lovely taste consists of three 
brothers, who serve their audience their music. They capture their audience with polyphonic 
singing, gentle guitars and thoughtful lyrics because what they do is their very own craft. They 
focus on their personal experiences and with this approach the succeed. They have given more than 
50 performances at “Rock am Deister”, “Fährmannsfest”, Wolfenbüttel’s city fair and the 
CinemaxX together with Joris, Berge, Mr. Präsident and Ich kann fliegen. After winning second 
place out of 750 participants at the 30. Deutschen Rock & Pop Preis in 2012 and a release with 
“Fury in the Slaughterhouse”-Producer Jens Krause they are now looking for the next challenge. 
Jeremy Bro are now working with their label “Magic Mile Studio” and producer Michael Ende 
(Letzte Instanz) on their new record “Fly”. For the first time ever they will also release a music 
video. The release date is scheduled for October 2016. 
  
Jeremy Bro: 
Band leader Jeremias Scharfenberg (A-guitar, lead vocals) 
Jonathan Scharfenberg (keyboard, backing vocals) 
Simon Scharfenberg (drums, percussions backing vocals) 
  
Album:    
“Fly” (release in October 2016) 
Single release: “Supernatural” 

CONTACT: presse@jeremybro.de


